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DEFENDANT vs. VICTIM RIGHTS

DEFENDANTS RIGHTS; A FUNDAMENTAL INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION

The theme of this year's program, Defendant versus Victim Rights, miscasts the true

debate. The fault lies not with the program planners but with the most vocal leaders of the

crime victim's rights movement, the tabloid press, and irresponsible political leaders. Many

movement leaders seek to insert a third player in the judicial process. Under the

constitutional scheme criminal offenses are resolved in litigation between the Government

vs. the Individual. Tabloid journalism aside, in constitutional terms, the individuals are us,

the component pans of "We the People." The individual accused by his or her government

is presumed innocent. In my view the issue as framed, Defendant vs. Victim's Rights, is

misconceived, unconstitutional, or both.

Misconceived, because to the extent that the movement seeks the recognition of

appropriate respect, services and information due crime victims, the contest is more a turf

battle between crime victims and the government, than it is a contest between individuals

who have been the victim of a crime and an individual who has been charged with

committing a crime. To the extent the movement seeks to modify the protections available

to the individual charged by his government with a criminal offense, the rights to a fair trial

and due process of law are threatened, and the movement seeks an unconstitutional end.

Why is the United States Constitution universally regarded as one of the most

wondrous achievements of humankind? What distinguishes it from every other charter of

government? The feature which so astonishes emerging democracies, international scholars,

and former communists is its elevation of the individual over the state. This was no
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accident It was a direct result of the historical context of the American Revolution. The

Court of the Star Chamber and the Court of the High Commission were established to

protect the prerogatives of the King and of the Church respectively. The individual was

simply grist for the mill. An individual's life, liberty and future prospects were subject to

the whims of the State or of the Church. The Constitution changed all that. The growing

crime victim's movement, propelled by unquestionably good and decent people for

unassailably good and decent purposes threatens this most sacrosanct of individual

protections: fair trial and due process of law.

The Bill of Rights, when read through the lens of the 13th and 14th amendments,

establishes the core American principle that the individual, regardless of race, creed or

color, has certain inalienable rights which cannot be abridged by government. What is

dangerous about the crime victim's rights movement is the degree to which it rests upon a

revision of the American criminal justice system. The Constitution conceives criminal

conduct as a violation against the community. The violator is sought out, prosecuted and

punished by government, either state or federaL The wealth, social standing, race, religion

or other personal characteristics of the victim and or of the accused has no role to play.

The crime victim's movement draws much of its energy from macro trends towards

privatization. Whether it is health care, mass transit or the post office, the private sector

can do it better. State provision of services, involvement, or control is seen as bad. These

are clearly themes that resonate with fundamental American norms. Most citizens are

content with letting pointy-headed economists, weather vane politicos and the competing

idealogues resolve the public sector/private sector role in a great number of important

social enterprises. Civil libertarians, however, are rightfully concerned when the drive
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towards privatization focuses on core functions of government. Private police forces,

militias, and for-profit prisons all raise questions regarding the protection of civil liberties.

Many well-intended proposals of the victims rights movement attack the even more

fundamentally American concept that justice is a social good to administered and

safeguarded by federal and state government The privatization of criminal trials is as

abhorrent to the Bill of rights as the Star Chamber.

There is universal agreement that the plight of victims should be recognized and

addressed Defending victim's rights is easy because good and decent people see themselves

as potential victims of crimes. They don't frequently think of themselves as potential

criminal defendants. Historically civil libertarians have been the champions of the groups

that many of the most vocal leaders of the crime victim's rights groups claim to speak for.

women discriminated by police and prosecutors when they raise claims rape and domestic

abuse against aquaintances and spouses; children, who seek protection against eaploiuVe

adults and corporations; and racial and religious minorities, long victims of bigotry and

indifference on the part of local police departments in the face of hate-motivated crimes of

vandalism and violence.

The goals of the victim's rights movement are debatable. Many of the programs

employed to increase victim protection and or participation in the criminal justice system

have had the effect of eroding the Sixth Amendment rights of individuals accused of

criminal activity. This is dangerous. Victim participation in the trial itself is unnecessary

because government policies and programs external to the trial, can and do adequately

protect victims. The active participation of crime victims in the trial itself -other than as

witnesses- is more than redundant; it violates due process and fair trial rights by injecting
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emotion and prejudice into the trial.

It is dear that a substantial part of the victim's rights movement is fueled by a

misconception of the rights of individuals accused of criminal conduct. Lefs be dear about

one basic truth: the typical ritizen charged with a crime is not OJ. Simpson, Ollie North,

William Kennedy Smith or Lyle Menendez. Not only is that dtizen not represented by the

Dream Team; he typically has no role in the selection of his court appointed counsel The

public defender or court appointed counsel is rarely provided suffident funds to conduct the

factual investigation or mental health investigation, you would wish available to a loved one

if he or she were charged with a criminal offense. Unlike William Kennedy Smith the

accused is often detained in jail pending trial, and is without funds to hire a private

investigator to assist in preparations for trial.

Politicians like Caspar Weinberger, OMe North and President Clinton are frequently

all too willing to rail against "criminals" and all the technicalities that shield them from their

just deserts. When, however, the machinery of the state points a criminal accusation their

way, these politicians quite properly look to these same constitutional protections for a

guarantee of a fair trial.

Senator Sara J. Ervin attributed his remarkable sensitivity to constitution precepts to

bis status as just a "country lawyer." The advantage a country lawyer had on his more elite

brethren is that his clientele ran the spectrum of the economic, political and social classes.

The "country lawyer" in a very real sense understand dvil liberties to apply to the company

president and the town drunk equally; both were likely to be dients of the Senator's

"country lawyer."

The Misconception
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No reasonable person would argue that victims of criminal conduct should receive

the respect, sympathy and assistance of the community to recover from the breach of

community peace he or she suffered. Consensus on that point does nothing, however, to

support the position that the crime victim should have "trial rights" equivalent to those

accorded the individual charged with a criminal offense.

Indeed, the bills currently pending in the General Assembly to amend the North

Carolina Constitution to provide for victim rights does little to provide "substantive- trial

rights to victims. See Appendix 2,3. The proposed guidelines provide in several instances

much needed attention to victims and their concerns; among them compensation, assistance

in participating in the system, restitution, and protection from intimidation. They do not

however, attempt to permit a victim to participate in or influence a defendant's trial.

"Die drafters of the victims' bills of rights assumed that victims could be made to feel

safe and enfranchised in ways which did not involve their intrusion on defendants' rights.

ft is dear from an examination of the proposed bills that what is being offered is not a

restructuring of the balance of rights between the victim and the individual accused, but

instead a reallocation of rights between the State and its constituency, the individual crime

victim.

Unconstitutional Ends

If the movement could be satisfied with the reconfiguration of responabOities

between prosecutors, police officers and crime victims, the efforts to amend the constitution

could be considered simply misguided policy, unworthy of constitutional treatment The

movement, however is more ambitious and therefore more dangerous. This is apparent

from some of the movements' success.
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inMarykmd v. Craig, 497 U.S. 836 (1990) the Court re-read the Confrontation Clause,

through the lens of the victim rights movement, and quite remarkably concluded that the

constitution did not entitle an accused to be present in the same room with bis accuser if

the accuser is a child This extraordinary revisionism was so remarkable in its boldness that

Justices Scalia and Marshall joined forces in dissent

In Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808 (1991) the Court did a 180 degree reversal of

position on the constitutionality of victim impact evidence in a capital sentencing

proceeding. In bending to the popular political wind the majority engaged in some

Hngly flawed reasoning.

Witness the following: "Nor is there merit to the concern voiced in [recent precedents

to the contrary] that admission of such evidence permits a jury to find that defendants whose

victims were assets to their communities arc more deserving of punishment than those

whose victims are perceived to be less worthy." This assertion is supported by the assertion

in the next sentence of the opinion. "Sw* evidence is not generally offered to encourage

comparativejudgments ofthis kind, but is designed to show instead each victim's uniqueness

as an individual human being."

The danger posed by courts and prosecutors who abdicate their responsibilities to

uphold the constitution in favor of overwhelming community sentiment was recently

illustrated in State v. Robert Ftdton KeUey, Jr. The trial prosecutor and the superior court

judge were so overwhelmed by community sentiment that the trial was converted from a

proceeding to adjudicate Mr. Kelly's guilt or innocense, into a forum to assist the families

of the sscores of alleged child victims recover from the gut-wrenching allegations of the 100

count indictment The result justice was poorly served. The individuals thought to be
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victims and their many family members, loved ones and neighbors, were frustrated, angered

and in the end felt cheated. The individuals accused of heinous abuse of scores of children

were deprived of a fair trial and deprived of liberty for more than three years.
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Editorials

Fundamental fairness
■ The Court ofAppeals is right The

convictions in two eastern N.C. child sex
abuse trials were badly flawed.

Quite aside from any questions about

guilt or innocence, the N.C Court of
Appeals says, two convictions in Ed-

enton's notorious child sex abuse
trials were fatally flawed and cannot stand. In
rulings that left little room for argument, the

appeals court said the trials of little Rascals
Day Care Center owner Robert Kelly and
employee Kathryn Dawn Wilson were marked
by "flagrant violations" of courtroom rules
that justified new trials.

In opinions by Appeals Court Chief Judge
Gerald Arnold and Judges Cliff Johnson and
Joe John, the court was unusually direct Both
judicial and prosecutorial errors were in
volved, including "blatantly obvious" mistakes
regarding witnesses, evidence, procedural
rules and closing arguments-

Mr. Kelly and Ms. Wilson were convicted in
separate trials of sexually abusing children at
the day care center. Their trials in 1992 and
1993 were wracked by nearly as much contro
versy as the coastal town of Edenton, which

has been badly split by the charges of sex
abuse since 1989. To critics, it seemed the
children's testimony about sex abuse was
orchestrated by leading and suggestive ques
tions, raising concerns about truth, justice and
fair play. Others responded that two juries had
a chance to see and weigh the testimony.

But, says the appeals court, the trials the

jurors saw were fatally flawed. Mr. Kelly's trial
had three major errors: The judge refused to
examine the notes of the children's therapists,

- which mayhave contained information benefi
cial to the defense, and which the federal and

state courts have said must be reviewed bytrial
judges. Second, the children's parents, often
weeping, were allowed to testify as though
they were expert witnesses.
And third, Mr. Kelly's original attorney was

allowed to testify against Mr. Keuy after
discovering that his son may have been a
victim. That was devastating to the defense,
the court said: "The prejudice inherent inpj

having your former attorney, onceyour cham
i d dfd e his knowledge

ious

g y

pion and defender, announce g
of your guflt to the jury is blatantly obvious.

Ms. Wilson's trial was flawed because
prosecutors wrongly introduced unrelated,
irrelevant and inadmissible evidence. The
judges said they "strongly • rove of this

F evidence andflagrant violation of our rules <
misuse of closing arguments."

In light of the fundamental questions of
fairness raised by the appellate court's strong
decision, it was especially unsettling to hear
the reaction of state Attorney General Mike
Easley, who dismissed the court's findings as
"legal technicalities that are quite insignificant
... " Mr. Easley, who has a tendency to

tndstand. overreacted in his role as chief
lawyer for the state. No doubt he believes the
convictions were justified; he is appealing the
decision to the Supreme Court But to dismiss
fundamental questions of fairness and propri
ety as mere legal technicalities is appalling.
We likely will never know the full truth of

what happened to the children in Edenton. But
the Court ofAppeals leaves little doubt thatthe

.trials designed to find the bum felt far short of
the standards required of our legal system.
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/ advise and enjoin //row who direct the paper

in the tmtwrrms never to adtmate any causefor j
profit or preferment. I wouU wish it ai*ays to be 'the tocsin
and to devote itselflo the policies of equality nodjustice to the
underpririlescd. Ifthe paper should at any time he the voice

ofself-interest or become the spokesman afprivilege or selfishness

it wonld be mttme to its history.

Enough on Rascals
If the state couldn't obtain convictions fairly in the Little Rascals
trials, ifs doubtful that the mrality of justice would be improved
in retrials. This long, badly handled case needs to be dropped.

North Carolina's Court, of
Appeals has confirmed
what many have said atl
along: Injustices marred

Ihe trials of two people convicted of
sexually abusing children aL Ihe
Little Rascals day care center.

If the ruling is upheld, as seems
likely, prosecutors will have the
chance lo put- the two or. trial oncn
more. But that doesn't mean they
should. There's no reason lo Ihink
that Robert F. Kelly Jr.. who
operated the center in Edenlon. and
Kathryn Dawn Wilson, a cook
there, would get a fairer sliafce the
second time around.

- It » now six years and counting

made up Hie ;.,., ,

GernW ArnnM, Jnsrpli John awl
CMInn Johnson. - arc no pushovers

for defense lawyers.

The problems with the trials were
serious: A judge refusal lo review
medical and therapy noics on the
alleged victims that may have
supported the defense's case. Par
ents testified, as if they were
experts, that their children's be
havior fit a pallem of abuse.
Kelly's former lawyer asserted
that he knew Kelly was guilty.
Wilson was questioned alwut prior
drug use. which had nothing to do
with Ihe charges at hand. And a

botched investigation or erased the
taint of "therapy" sessions in
which children seem to have been
manipulated. The memories of the
alleged victims, preschoolers I lien,
were frightening but never terribly
reliable. Their reliability cannot
have improved.

Attorney General Mike Easley.
however, presses on, dismissing
errors cited by the appeals court as

mere "legal technicalities." No,

they weren't.

Courts don't throw out convic
tions unless they find mistakes that
reasonably could have affected the
outcome. And the three judges who

.,,...~ of us'who are simply
observers cannot know if Kelly and
Wilson, or nny nf the others
charged in Ihe. case, really did what
they were accused of doing. Maybe,
as the parents ardently believe,
something horrible and unforgiv
able happened at the day care
center. Perhaps community hyste
ria overlook common sense.

Rut this much is apparent: The
truth him been obscured by emo-
tionnlism. fear, overseaInusness
and lime. Thft slate has pushed this
dubious cause, long enough. It r™*"
lo lie brought lo a close.
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HOUSE DRH6027-LR006A(U)

Short Tide: Victims1 Rights Amendment.
(Public)

Sponsors: Representative Grady.

Referred to:

1 A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

2 AN ACT TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION OF NORTH CAROLINA TO
3 ESTABLISH RIGHTS FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME.
4 The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
5 Section 1. Article I of the Constitution of North Carolina is amended by

6 adding a new section to read: ~_~~ . . ■ .

7 "Sec. 37. Rights of Tiffins of crime.

3 fH Crime victims or tl

■ 9 case of homi

10

XL

The, rigfr "I h* rrcaicd with fairnws rewect. and

the rriminal

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

flzl

hotit the rimnal mnX y^
iTht"to bjf ra«onablv protected from the

bhlf ^^

Of

-*. * 1.

the
iu«rice nrocess."

£sl ahnut rh<>
-••--*

limLJj woi-les. the of victims, and

availability of services for victims
The right tft ^ottfiearion of cnurt and notice

release of the accused.

(Si The right to gttftttd trial and other court nmcrrdinffi

victims* attendance,

The righ

in writing, in

prior to the adjudication of **\*\ sentence.
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The right to r^cive restitution, in such, fanner as established

2 - . kL
3- ' " {hi The right to information about the conviction or final disposition

4 and sentence of the accuseds

5 (il The right to notification of escape, relpnsc proposed parqlc .o,r.

6 pardon of the accused, or notice of a reprieve or commutation Qf

7 the accused's sentence.

8 (jl The riffht to oreawt their Yipw< ^d gOflcer™ to the GQ^nror or.
9 agency considering anv actinn that could result in the rdeMe_pi

10 the accused, prior to such ffl'fltl becoming effective, in a manner

12 ££i The right to confer with the prosecution.

13 (Tl The Genfyaj Assembly fliav provide bv law for the cnfarccmem_o.f the righg

14 recognized in this section. The General At^mhlv mav also provide that a portion._oi

15 the court costs assessed against convicted defendants shall be used to provide

16 conioensY>iio.nJfo.r_the victims of crime.

17 Nothing in this section shall be construed to create a further cause of action against

18 the State of North Carolina, local governments, public officials, or. their agents and

19 employees, or a right to contest the disposition of anv charge. Or a right to cpurt-

20 appointed counsel to enforce anv of these rights*

21 f3> The failure or inability of anv person fo provide a right or service provided

22 under this section mav not he used bv a defendant in a criminal CMC, an inmffljiqt
23 anv other accused as a ground for relief in anv trja,!, appeal, post-conviction litigation.

24 habeas corpus, civil action, or anv similar criminal or civil proceedings"

25 Sec. 2. The amendment set out in Section 1 of this act shall be submitted

26 to the qualified voceis of the State at an election to be held on May~7,1996, which
•27 election shall be conducted under the laws then governing elections in the State.
28 -Ballots, voting systems, or both may be used in accordance with Chapter 163 of the
29 General Statutes. The question to be used in the Voting systems and ballots shall be:
130 ,..^,-- ..-- --- ■■ - -[] FOR VI] AGAINST :
31 .*-'i'. Constitutional amendment adding Victims' Rights Amendment, giving

32 crime victims basic rights to participate in the justice system."

_33 -. -- Sec 3. If a majority of the votes cast on the question are in fevor of the
.34 amendment set out in Section 1 of this act, the State Board of Elections shall certify
35 the amendment to the Secretary of State. The amendment becomes effective upon

36 this certification. The Secretary of State shall enroll the amendment so certified

37 among the permanent records of that office.

_38 .'.. ■.-•_ • - -Sec. 4, This act is effective upon ratification. ;

Page 2 House DRH6027
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GENERAL AS5EMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA

SESSION 1995

SENATE BILL 6
Corrected Copy 1/27/95

Judiciary I/Constitution Committee Substitute Adopted
Fourth Edition Engrossed 2/1*93

Short Title: Victims Rights Amend.
(Public)

Sponsors:

Referred to:

January 26. 1995

1 A BILL TO BE ENTITLED n™ ,v-v to
2 AN ACT TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION OF NORTH CAROLINA TO
3 ESTABLISH RIGHTS FOR VtCTlMS OF CRIME.
4 The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts: ,
5 Section 1. Article I of the Constitution of North Carolina is amended by

6 adding a new section to read:

7 "Sec. 37. Rights of victims of crime. .... • i j
S fn Basic rights, victims of rTime. as prescnh^ hv law, shall be gptitlfid

9 following basic rights:

10 fel
H at court

12 £61 The net

13 prescript

U deemed aoompTiiV* hv the court:
15 [£l The right ?*< prescribpH hv law to

16 prescribed bv law.

17

13 construed as granting a claim

19 municipality, or anv of the agcncK

21 this section.

eciitigs oF the accused » .

o h* heard ^ «>nfenciniy of rhe acc;iS<id in a

hv law. anH nt other tiqi^ ilS preacrirwd bv law or.

restmntftn in a manner

"<)n shall be
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

Nn ground for relief in

construed co authorize a court to set asid

or an acceptance of a plea of

final disposition |p «nv criminal case."

Sec. 2. The amendments set out in Section

void a tindn

iide anv sentt
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SESSION 1995

c^jnn thrill be

f guiltv or_not_guilty.

1 of this act shall be

submitted to the qualified voters of the State at a special election to be held on
November 7. 1995, which election shall be conducted under the laws then governing

elections in the State. Ballots, voting systems, or both may be used in accordance
with Chapter 163 of the General Statutes. The question to be used in the voting

systems and ballots shall be:
"[ 1 FOR [ | AGAINST

Constitutional amendment adding a Victims' Rights Amendment."
Those qualified voters favoring the amendment set out in Section I of

this act shall vote by makimj an X or a check mark in the square beside the statement
beginning "FOR", and iho* qualified voters opposed to that amendment shall vote
by making an X or a check mark in the square beside that statement beginning

"AGAINST"
Sec. 3. If a majority of the voces cast on the question are in favor of the

amendment set out in Section I of this act, the State Board of Elections shall certify
the amendment to the Secretary of State. The amendment becomes effective upon
this certification. The Secretary of State shall enroll the amendment so certified
among the permanent records of that office. .

Sec. 4. Sections I through 3 of this act are effective upon ratification.

Page 2
Senate Bill 6
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